New source of light emission of high energy is found due to arising of instability in supersonic jets. These phenomena are observed in gas jets flowing from the nozzle with a central cone. It leads to high accelerations of the molecules, ions and elementary particles. The emission spectra of the jets are obtained. Decoding of the spectra allowed us to define inverted population of rotational and vibrational levels, electrons temperature, rotational and vibrational temperatures for molecular ions. Internal energy decreasing provides the instability and gas volume decreasing due to internal forces; super-compressibility is result of it; its produce high density of light energy emission in various continuous media.
Introduction
The emission of electromagnetic radiation of high energy during super-compressibility of supersonic spiral-twisted jets is observed. High energy density is detected in gas flowing from the nozzle with a central cone [1] [2] [3] [4] . This nozzle is acoustic resonator and dynamic emitter [5] . The phenomenon of super-compressibility in under-expanded submerged jet on output of the dynamic emitter results to the arising of rigid wave structures in gas media. These structures form the stable rigid boundary layers and emit high energy radiation, as summarized in [6, 7] . The results of measurement of the characteristics of these fields are presented in this work.
Super-compressibility of the jet that accompanied by high energy radiation is close to multibubble compressibility at sonoluminescence phenomenon in liquid [8] . But the phenomena discussed in present paper have significant differences from sonoluminescence and were found in the gas flows. The evaluation of linear instability of the waves as sources of sound in a supersonic turbulent jet was discussed in [9] . They show that the noise generation process is not well modeled quantitatively by the linear theory. Their theoretical approach may be useful to explain our experiments.
Many open questions remain in the study of structured jets. Similar phenomena are observed during the jets emanating from young stellar objects. These non-relativistic beams of supersonic plasma are known to cool effectively via radiation losses. Of particular interest for astrophysics are issues related to the internal energy and internal structure of the jet [10] .
Recent observations using Hubble Space Telescope and other high-resolution platforms indicate that jets may content significant sub-radial structure (δx < r jet ) with high Mach numbers (M ~ 20), which implies that jets may be inherently heterogeneous. Thus experimental studies to date have shown that stable supersonic jets can propagate over long distances without energetic losses and without disruption of the structure [11] .
The jets studied are both lighter and heavier than the ambient and meet the two main scaling parameter requirements for proto-stellar jets: the ejection Mach number and the (ambient/jet) density ratio [12] .
In presented experiments air and vapor-air jets form channels of rigid boundary layers with progressing strong compression of jet transverse and longitudinal crosssections. The super-compressibility we are discussing is result of the multiple adiabatic expansion of the gas in dynamic emitter that results to its internal energy decreasing and kinetic energy increasing.
The lifetime of the gas molecules in pre-chamber of the dynamic emitter defines the minimal intermolecular distance. The interaction leads to its high accelerations in the vicinity of the outlet of the annular nozzle. The high energy radiation is a consequence of the formation of cold non-equilibrium plasma in the structured flows. The radiation had as regular and irregular character.
By the other way instead the jets with high Mach numbers (M ~ 20) in present work we provide propagation of structured jets without disruption over long distances for low (M ~ 1 -3) Mach numbers and also for subsonic jets. Their propagation is accompanied with high energy radiation and cool effectively due to gas internal energy decrease and via radiation losses. We have attempted to develop the devices that can create steady jet beams as a starting point for further work.
Experimental Part

Description of Gas Dynamic Part
The present paper describes a supersonic jet of unusual configuration, which escapes into the atmosphere from a special annular nozzle with a conic central body. The design of the nozzle is shown in the Figure 1 . In our experiments the length of the wave structure was equal to 10 diameters of outlet of the nozzle approximately. This unexpected phenomenon of a formation of self-constrictive spiral twisted configuration may have various practical applications and it can lead to new tasks of a development of gas-dynamical theory for his theoretical understanding in future. The jet with such spiral twisted configuration presents a new type of vortical flows.
The nozzle was made from bronze and other metals. In case of water vapor jets nozzle was made from composite material or meta-material as textolite.
Design of the nozzle in Figure 1 allows a longitudinal movement of the conic central body 1 inside the truncated cone 2 for a different disposition of its top relative to a cut of the nozzle. We have provided gas-dynamical and energetic researches of other configurations of under-expanded submerged jets during their flowing from this nozzle at different operating conditions and dimensional parameters. The phenomenon takes place under conditions (1) and (2):
The influence of angles α and β on the character of jets was studied in the ranges (3)- (4): 
Relations (1)- (4) provide the optimal conditions for emergence of regular interacting subsonic and supersonic jets. We altered gas pressure and geometry of prechamber. Compressor provided filtered gas pressure equal to 1.5 -31 atm.
When the gas is flowing out into the atmosphere it acquires a configuration of strong pronounced compressed flow of spiral-twisted radiating wave structures. The regular axial symmetric vortex structures in water vapor and air are obtained. These structures consist of the cells of certain dimensions. The type of structure and dimensions of its cells depends on the position of the central cone and pre-chamber pressure (see Figure 1 ).
In the Figure 2 there are presented shadowgraphs during different disposition of cone top relative to a cut of the nozzle. One can see that linear dimensions of the cells of jet structure are decreased during get out of the cone from outlet of the nozzle. All numbers are in mm. The decreasing of indicated transverse and longitudinal dimensions of the jet demonstrates phenomenon of super-compressibility of the gas wave structure.
The super-compression of cell dimensions in from dynamic emitter radiate in wide range. A case of infrared radiation is shown on the right of Figure 3 . Maximal intensity is detected in the nodes of the structure. The flow temperature was 285˚K measured with probe temperature sensor, and pre-chamber pressure was 4 -6 atm. The radiation was registered with monochromator of diffractive-grating type. Thus the motion of the jet is accompanied by the radiation within the ultraviolet, visible and infrared spectrum [6, 7] . The dark spots on the boundary of Mach shock waves on the right picture (3) indicate the infrared radiation emission.
Thermal Field of Radiating Plasma
To elucidate character of super-compressibility of supersonic spiral-twisted air jets during their flowing from the nozzle with a central cone we performed the second experiment. The infrared radiation of spiral-twisted air jets during interacting with plastic plate was studied. We have to need to ensure that energy radiation cool effectively the plate due to internal gas energy decrease, kinetic gas energy increase and emission of infrared radiation. Here in Figure 4 the pressure in pre-chamber was 4 -6 atm, the temperature of spiral-twisted air jets was 285˚K. The environment room temperature was 293˚K. The air jet was directed on the plate with size 10 × 10 cm 2 and thickness 0.5 cm disposed perpendicular to the direction of the jet on distance 3 cm from protruding part of the central cone.
The thermal field of radiating plasma on reverse side of the plastic plate was measured. The thermal field of radiating plasma on reverse side of the plastic plate is presented on the left of Figure 4 . The diagram of thermal the field of radiating plasma is presented on the right of Figure 4 . The degrees are everywhere in ˚C.
The delamination of flow in Figure 4 on coaxial type channels with different temperatures is observed. One can see "deer foot print" on the side that is opposite to the side interacting with the jet. It means that strong interaction occurs between jet and plate material that is transferred on long distances without energetic losses and without disruption of the structure of jet.
Radiation of High Energy Detecting in Water Vapor Subsonic and Supersonic Jets
Taking in account our results with air flow we decided to use in the dynamic emitter water vapor for increasing the energy density. During the flowing of the vapor in the atmosphere the characteristics of plasma with more density of energy were measured. The emission of electromagnetic radiation from the X-ray to infrared spectrum has been found from initially neutral vapor. The results see below in Table 1 :
The accuracy of measurements was 0.5% at the multiple repetitions of the experiments.
In the third experiment with the same nozzle was supplied water vapor. The pressure of water vapor in prechamber was 2 -12 atm (as in Table 1 ), the temperature of vapor was 393˚K in the pre-chamber and it decreased to 333˚K on output of the dynamic emitter. The environment room temperature was 293˚K.
Beginning from 4 atm pressure, the high frequency field was detected from 1.4 MHz up to 1 GHz in spiral-twisted supersonic jets. The field arises in region both in and around of the jet.
In Figures 2 and 3 one can see that the radiation in submerged jet has a regular character due to regularly interacting shock waves [7] . Therewith in Figure 2 one can see glowing space around the jet. In case of supplying water vapor supersonic jets start glowing in violet region and other in region of other short electromagnetic waves. Glowing in violet region is visually observed with the naked eye in dark conditions on approaching a conducting mass by 1 -2 m.
The increased brightness of discrete parts of the jet appears as a result of high ele trons density. Water vapor c at distance r = 10 mm -10 cm from cone provides plasma with more specific density of electrons energy [3] that provides energy cumulation in small volumes and high energy radiation.
One can see that measured characteristics are enough for generation of radiation of high energy as result of super-compressibility of internal energy decreasing and kinetic energy increasing of supersonic spiral-twisted jets in the vapor-air structured flows.
Study of Spectral Characteristics during Super-Compressibility of Supersonic Jets
We had reported about emission of electromagnetic radiation from the X-ray to infrared spectrum from initially neutral water vapor jets flowing from the nozzle with a central cone [4] . To provide study of radiation characteristics during super-compressibility of supersonic jets, corona discharge was used as the mean for the jet visualization and its spectra registration.
Corona discharge is an electrical discharge that occurs when the strength or potential gradient of the electrical field around the conductor is high enough to form a conductive region, but not high enough to cause electrical breakdown or arcing to nearby objects. In our case the conductor is central cone in pre-chamber (1 in Figure 1) .
The overview spectra of emission of radiation of the In Figure 5 corona discharge starting from the top of cone is presented.
The decoding of the spectra in Figure 6 as . These results are in good agreement with measurements and estimations of plasma characteristics of spiral twisted vapor-air jets flowing from the dynamic emitter with central cone (see Table 1 ).
Conclusions
1) New source of light emission of high energy is found due to arising of instability in supersonic jets. High energy density is detected in gas flowing from the nozzle with a central cone.
2) The super-compressibility is observed in supersonic jets as result of gas adiabatic expansion and its internal energy decreasing. It is provided due to internal forces and as a result of intensive interacting of the accelerated molecules in the gas and jets structures. The internal forces lead to super-compressibility of the jets and to its volume decreasing.
3) Internal energy decreasing generates the instability; super-compressibility is result of gas volume decreasing; its produce high density of light energy emission in continuous media. 
